SPORT SLANTS

SPORT LEADERS OVER WEEKEND

GRAPPLERS IN SPORTS FEST

FRIDAY, December 6, 1940

It is a common practice for many of the students throughout the country to keep a notebook in which they record developments both in the local and the national scene. This is especially true in the recent history of Technology and is being done in the hope of gaining some more interest in the M.I.T. together in one grand weekend.

This year Beaver Courtoise, although hampered by the loss of most of last year's stars and also by injury to some of those remaining, displayed a highly commendable spirit. In an effort to outdo the team's training task was invigorated this year, and all the boys on the squad are pulling hard for victory over Harvard tonight.

Allowing just enough room for Harvard to regroup its breathing, the Tech wrestling team will endeavor to stretch its string of triumphs through a threefold tournament afternoons to reopen the Beaver-grapplers will meet our arch enemy from up the river, Harvard. While the hockey team will start against the traditionally powerful Harvard, while the Beaver-Grapplers will meet our arch enemy from up the river, Harvard. While the Hockey team will start against the traditionally powerful and since Tech is putting a "scrappy" bunch of men on the ice, the wrestling teams will be prepared to do battle.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8

Indicative of the spirit among the many students anticipating this weekend is the action taken by the basketball team in sponsoring an informal meeting for the purpose of promoting interest in the sport. This is a great deal of interest in the sport. This is a great deal of interest in the sport.

ERICA KRAMER

PULCSTERS DESERVE CREDIT

In order to make the Razorback meet an even more attractive proposition to the students, the Razorback Club has elected to sponsor an informal meeting for the purpose of promoting interest in the sport. This is a great deal of interest in the sport.